LASD Administrative Discipline – 1st Quarter 2009 *
Employee Category

Total

Subgroups

Total employees receiving discipline from founded administrative cases

121

Total employees who are sworn peace officers receiving discipline

86

Deputies
Sergeants
Lieutenants

77
6
3

Total employees discharged **

9

Deputies
Non Sworn Staff

4
5

Total employees receiving longer suspensions [16 to 30 days] or
demotions

4

Sworn Staff
Non Sworn Staff

3
1

10

Deputies
Sergeants
Non Sworn Staff

2
1
7

Type of Discipline

Total employees disciplined for false statements

* Note – Statistics cited in the above table are derived from the LASD Quarterly Disciplinary Report for January 1, 2009 through March 31, 2009
and reflect all administrative discipline cases in which LASD executives have approved discipline during that quarter. The OIR Report of
Oversight of Administrative Discipline Cases (attached) is a tracking chart showing case progress. It includes cases where discipline has not yet
been imposed, cases where there has been a finding that no discipline is appropriate, and cases where past discipline is being appealed. As a
result, the actual imposition of discipline noted on the OIR chart will, in some cases, have been imposed in an earlier quarter. OIR feels it
important to retain those cases on the chart however, so that the public can be informed about their eventual outcome. New information
regarding existing cases and cases initiated during this quarter are indicated by bold typeface. The “Subsequent History” column in the
tracking chart reports whether OIR concurred with any modification of discipline. Unless expressly noted, OIR did not necessarily concur with a
modification of discipline undertaken during the grievance process. OIR strives to provide the greatest degree of transparency possible to the
administrative discipline process yet respecting the right to privacy of LASD employees as expressed by law.
** “Discharge” as referenced in this chart and the OIR Report of Oversight of Administrative Discipline Cases means cases in which LASD has
informed the employee that it intends to discharge him or her. Subsequent due process appeals and grievance proceedings initiated by the
employee after notification can result in reinstatement. OIR continues to track the status of the cases it reviews, and will provide any relevant
updates in future charts if and when a change in discipline occurs.

Office of Independent Review
Report of Oversight of Administrative Discipline Cases:
January through March 2009
OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

022350
05/18/09
C

Deputy failed to remain at
home after calling in sick and
instead attended a holiday
celebration.

OIR concurred with the predisposition settlement
agreement.

Founded for Obedience to
Laws, Regulations and Orders
and Injured or Ill While OffDuty.

1 day suspension.

022349
05/18/09
C

Subject deputy misplaced his
weapon sometime after his
shift and before his arrival
home.

OIR concurred with the predisposition settlement
agreement. The weapon was
entered into the Automated
Firearm System as lost and a
report was filed.

Founded for Care of County
Property and Equipment.

Written reprimand.

022348
05/18/09
C

Subject allegedly stole empty
large wooden spools (used to
hold heavy electrical wire) from
the facility storage yard.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: N/A
Findings: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred

Investigation revealed that the
wooden spools were trash.
Also the subject had confirmed
with facility personnel that he
could remove them.

N/A
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Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

022347
05/18/09
C

While conducting a vehicle
stop, subject was contacted by
a passing motorist that there
was a fight at a local
restaurant. Subject Deputy
handed the driver his
identification card and
responded to the fight call.
Deputy Subject forgot to return
the driver’s wallet, which had
remained on the hood of the
radio car. A search for the
wallet was conducted but was
unsuccessful.

OIR concurred with the predisposition settlement
agreement.

Founded for Lost Property.

Written reprimand.

022346
05/18/09
C

Professional staff employee
removed evidence from secured
storage and failed to timely
enter five articles of evidence
as per policy.

OIR concurred with the predisposition settlement
agreement.

Founded for Storage of
Property/Evidence and
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders.

Written reprimand.

022345
05/18/09
C

Subject Deputy failed to
seatbelt two inmates while
transporting them to court. A
motorist collided with the
patrol vehicle. Inmates were
not seriously injured.

OIR concurred with the predisposition settlement
agreement. As per OIR’s
recommendation, the Unit
Commander also agreed to
conduct a briefing on the
importance of safeguarding
inmates.

Founded for Failing to
Safeguard Inmates.

Written reprimand.

022344
05/18/09
C

Professional staff employee
inaccurately entered
information into an evidence
ledger.

OIR concurred with the predisposition settlement
agreement.

Founded for Performance to
Standards.

Written reprimand.
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Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022310
03/30/09
C

Deputies struggled with an
assaultive suspect. Suspect
sustained injuries to his right
arm.

Investigation is pending.

022308
03/19/09
A

Deputies were making a traffic
stop when the driver, after
pulling over and during the
approach by one deputy,
attempted to drive away,
allegedly holding onto the
deputy’s hand and dragging the
deputy several feet. The
second deputy fired several
rounds at the vehicle, none of
which reportedly hit the car or
the driver.

Investigation pending.

022307
03/18/09
C

Deputies tazed an assaultive
suspect who was resisting
arrest. Deputies also deployed
OC spray to gain control of
suspect. Suspect sustained a
head injury.

Investigation is pending.

022306
03/17/09
R

An inmate fought with deputies
when they tried to search him
for a missing shaving razor.
The inmate sustained a
fracture.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022305
03/16/09
C

A suspect who was armed with
a machete, charged at deputies.
Deputies fired their weapons
hitting the suspect. Suspect
still standing and holding the
machete was then tased.
Suspect was later pronounced
dead at the hospital.

Investigation is pending.

Result
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
022304
03/16/09
B

Allegations or
Synopsis
On routine patrol, Subject
Deputies saw two suspects
peering into windows of parked
cars. When Subject Deputies
began to make contact with the
suspects, the suspects reached
into their respective waistband
areas. Both suspects ignored
Subject Deputies’ orders to
remove their hands. Both
Subject Deputies then drew
their service weapons and
issued orders for the hand
removal again. Suspect A
became verbally abusive, and
Deputy 2 grabbed the suspect
and pushed him to the patrol
car. Suspect B reluctantly
complied and approached
Subject Deputies. Suspect A
shouted for Suspect B to run.
Suspect A then punched
Subject Deputy 2 in the chest
and stomach area six or seven
times. Subject Deputy 2 then
punched Suspect A in the face
five or six times. With a
handgun in clear view, Suspect
B ran away from Subject
Deputies. Subject Deputy 1
struck Suspect A on the head
twice with a flashlight. Subject
Deputy 2 was then able to push
Suspect A to the ground. On
the ground the fight continued,
Suspect A punched and kicked
Subject Deputy 2. Subject
Deputy 1 struck Suspect A on
the right knee and five or six
times on the left ankle. Suspect
A stopped fighting and was
then handcuffed.

OIR Recommendation

Result

Pending the completion of the
Department’s review.
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
022304
03/16/09
B

Allegations or
Synopsis
* Continued from previous
entry*

OIR Recommendation

Result

Pending the completion of the
Department’s review.

Department personnel
established a containment and
captured Suspect B.
022303
03/13/09
R

Female vandalism suspect
punched deputy in the face.
Deputy took suspect to the
ground and punched back,
resulting in an orbital fracture.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022302
03/12/09
B

Deputies responded to a service
call regarding a possible
stabbing. When they arrived at
the suspect’s home, the suspect
was holding a large knife and
began stabbing the hood of a
truck near the Subject Deputy.
Subject Deputy ordered the
suspect to drop the knife. The
suspect refused the order and,
with knife in hand, began
advancing toward the Subject
Deputy. The Subject Deputy
fired one round, and the round
struck the suspect in his upper
torso. The suspect dropped the
knife and fell to the ground.

Pending the completion of the
Department’s Review.

022301
03/12/09
R

Deputies discovered a
trespasser in a vacant garage
and pulled him through a
broken garage door, fracturing
the suspect’s elbow.

Pending Executive Force Review.
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022298
03/09/09
A

During an unspecified time,
subject was alleged to have
threatened coworkers with
violence and/or resorted to
violence in the workplace.

Investigation pending.

022297
03/09/09
JU

Deputy allegedly asked a
female citizen, who he
contacted while on duty, to
expose her breasts.

Investigation is pending.

022296
03/09/09
B

During an off-duty incident,
Subject provided false
identification information to an
outside law enforcement
agency, used profanity and
made racial slurs.

Pending the completion of the
Department’s investigation.

022295
03/09/09
R

Patrol deputies took over a
Driving Under the Influence and
drug possession investigation
from supervisors who had
stopped the suspect. The
deputies released the suspect
without administering sobriety
tests or booking the narcotics
evidence.

Pending investigation.

022293
03/09/09
A

Subject, Operations Assistant,
was arrested for Driving Under
the Influence.

Unit level investigation pending.

Result
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022288
03/09/09
R

Subject deputy, without
authorization, inserted himself
into a barricaded suspect
incident.

Pending investigation.

022285
03/05/09
B

Subject Deputies initiated a
vehicle pursuit of a DUI
suspect. At the end of the
pursuit, the suspect car
crashed. Three suspects exited
the suspect car. One of the
suspects fell as he exited the
suspect car and dropped a
handgun. The armed suspect
picked up the handgun and
pointed it at both Subject
Deputies. Both Subject
Deputies fired rounds at the
armed suspect. None of the
rounds hit the armed suspect
who then fled on foot. With the
assistance of canine, deputies
set up a containment and
captured all three suspects.

Pending the completion of the
Department’s review.

022284
03/05/09
JU

Deputies used force, including
pepper balls and Arwen rounds
at a group of inmates who
became resistive during a
search of their module.

Investigation is pending.

022283
03/04/09
M

Use of Force - Head strike with
ASP Baton.

Investigation pending.

Result
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022282
03/04/09
M

Use of Force - Hospitalization.

Investigation pending.

022281
02/26/09
R

A naked man banging on cars in
the street ran into a backyard.
When he rushed at a deputy,
deputies used O.C. spray,
tasers, control holds and a leg
hobble to subdue him. He
stopped breathing and died
soon after the struggle ensued.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022280
02/25/09
A

Subject deputy was accused of
physically assaulting his wife on
two separate occasions. During
the first incident, he allegedly
pointed a weapon at her and/or
placed the weapon into her
mouth. During the second
incident, he allegedly made
verbal threats against her while
holding a knife. He was
arrested by an outside agency
for assault, battery and threats.

Investigation: Adequate - OIR
made a request for additional
investigation into a potential
false statement by the subject,
which was denied.
Findings: Pending
Charges: Pending
Discipline: Pending

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

The following criminal
charges were filed against
the subject: 1) Two (2)
counts of Assault with a
Deadly weapon (Gun)-PC
245(a)/Felony, with
enhancements; 2) Assault
with a deadly weapon
(Knife)-PC 245(a)/Felony,
with enhancements; 3)
Vandalism (Misdemeanor);
4) Kidnapping (assault
w/weapon like to produce)PC 207/Felony; and 5)
Criminal Threats-PC
422/Felony, with
enhancements. Two
separate jury trial
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OIR#
Start Date
022280
02/25/09
A

022280
02/25/09
A

022279
02/23/09
B

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Subject deputy was accused of
physically assaulting his wife on
two separate occasions. During
the first incident, he allegedly
pointed a weapon at her and/or
placed the weapon into her
mouth. During the second
incident, he allegedly made
verbal threats against her while
holding a knife. He was
arrested by an outside agency
for assault, battery and threats.

Investigation: Adequate - OIR
made a request for additional
investigation into a potential
false statement by the subject,
which was denied.
Findings: Pending
Charges: Pending
Discipline: Pending

* Continued from previous
entry*

Subject deputy was accused of
physically assaulting his wife on
two separate occasions. During
the first incident, he allegedly
pointed a weapon at her and/or
placed the weapon into her
mouth. During the second
incident, he allegedly made
verbal threats against her while
holding a knife. He was
arrested by an outside agency
for assault, battery and threats.

Investigation: Adequate - OIR
made a request for additional
investigation into a potential
false statement by the subject,
which was denied.
Findings: Pending
Charges: Pending
Discipline: Pending

* Continued from previous
entry*

Subject Deputies tried to arrest
a suspect who evaded paying a
fare. The suspect resisted
arrest, and Subject Deputies
used force to arrest the
suspect. The suspect sustained
a fractured rib.

Pending the completion of the
Department’s review.

trials resulted thereafter.
The first trial ended in a
guilty verdict on all felony
counts. There was a
subsequent appeal by the
defense and their motion to
dismiss/alternatively grant a
new trial was based
primarily upon alleged Brady
violations. The appeal was
granted and a new trial
ensued. The second trial
resulted in a hung jury. The
District Attorney requested a
refiling and the defense
countered with a motion to
dismiss. The defense’s
motion to dismiss was
grante

granted in the interests of
justice. The District
Attorney has since appealed
the decision to dismiss and
to date, there has been no
final ruling on that appeal.
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OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022278
02/18/09
A

Subject deputy was alleged to
have associated with a known
criminal. Specifically, the
deputy, once notified that his
friend was arrested on
narcotics charges and
possession of Los Angeles
Sheriff’s Department ordinance
(“stingballs”), attempted to
inappropriately interfere with
the narcotic investigation by
contacting the detectives
working the case. Additionally,
it was alleged that the subject
deputy misappropriated the Los
Angeles Sheriff’s Department
ordinance from his unit and
handed the ordinance over to
his friend for safekeeping.
During the criminal and
administrative investigation,
the subject was alleged to have
made false statements.

Investigation: Complete
Findings: Pending

022277
02/17/09
B

Deputies arrested an
intoxicated suspect at a local
motel for public drunkenness
and/or public disturbance.
They transported the suspect
back to the station for booking
and detention. During the
suspect detention, he died.

Pending the completion of the
Department’s review.

022276
02/17/09
R

Inmate attacked a deputy while
being moved to a discipline cell.
Deputies struck the inmate with
knees and flashlights to the
arms, legs and torso. Inmate
sustained widespread bruising
and a fractured wrist.

Pending Executive Force Review.

Result
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
022275
09/24/08
A

Allegations or
Synopsis
This case involved an incident
that occurred in a dorm
involving Southsider inmates.
The inmates became
uncooperative with deputy
personnel when a few inmates
were asked to exit the dorm to
transfer to the discipline row.
The inmates refused to exit and
began barricading themselves
inside of the dorm. The
Emergency Response Team
responded and introduced less
than lethal ordinance into the
dorm. The matter was
resolved; however one deputy
was severely injured and 3
inmates received minor
injuries. During the incident,
deputy personnel allowed three
other inmates from an adjacent
Southsider dorm to enter the
hostile dorm for “negotiation
purposes”. Such efforts were
not successful.

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

Investigation: Thorough. Prior
to Executive Force Review, OIR
requested the Internal Affairs
investigator conduct additional
investigation, which was
completed and contributed to
the overall completeness of the
investigation.
Executive Force Review
Committee convened and
determined the tactics employed
and force used was within policy
and justified.
In its review process, OIR
expressed concern with
Department’s decision to
introduce inmates from an
adjacent dorm for “negotiation”
purposes. While there was no
specific policy forbidding this
tactic, it was the opinion of OIR
that such tactics appeared
problematic and dangerous.
Prior to Executive Force Review
Committee review, the
Department’s Commander
immediately responded to the
incident and addressing tactics
through issuance of an order to
all units giving guidance on
appropriate tactics for future
similar incidents.

022274
02/11/09
R

Deputy deployed taser on a
handcuffed suspect.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred in light
of mitigating factors such as
advancing hostile crowd.

Founded for Unreasonable
Force, Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders and
Performance to Standards.
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5 days suspension.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022273
02/04/09
A

Deputies were responding to a
domestic violence in progress
call. Upon arrival at the home,
deputies approached a suspect
sitting in a vehicle. The suspect
did not comply with the
deputy’s orders to exit the
vehicle and immediately backed
up his vehicle into the path of
deputies. The suspect then
allegedly clipped one of the
responding deputies in her leg
as he was leaving the area in
his vehicle. Deputies shot
approximately 5-7 rounds at
the vehicle. The suspect was
not immediately caught and
when finally detained indicated
he had been hit by the deputies’
rounds.

Investigation pending.

022270
02/05/09
A

Subject Reserve Deputy was
alleged to have been involved
in a hit and run. Additionally,
an outside agency reported the
subject deputy to have
allegedly gone through red
lights while rolling
unauthorized code 3 in a nonLASD, but another
governmental agency vehicle.

Investigation: Adequate
Findings: Appropriate
Charges: N/A
Discipline: N/A

022266
02/05/09
JU

Subject deputy allegedly put an
Academy recruit into an
unnecessarily humiliating
position.

Investigation is pending.

Result

Unfounded for violations of
General Behavior and
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders.
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Discipline

N/A

Subsequent
History

N/A

Related Civil / Criminal

N/A

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022264
02/05/09
A

Subject deputy was arrested by
an outside agency for Driving
Under the Influence. The
deputy was cooperative with
the agency throughout the
arrest.

Findings: Appropriate
Charges: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

022261
02/05/09
JU

A deputy is engaged to be
married and living with a
person on Federal probation for
a firearms violation and an
admitted gang member.

Investigation pending.

022260
02/05/09
A

Performance to Standards
Safeguarding Money, Property
and Evidence

Investigation pending.

022258
02/05/09
A

General Behavior
Obedience to Laws, Regulations
and Orders
Safeguarding Persons in
Custody
Performance to Standards

Investigation pending.

022257
02/05/09
C

Subjects allegedly were
discourteous to a home owner
during a warrant search of the
owner’s residence.

Investigation pending.

Result
Founded for violations of
General Behavior and
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders.
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Discipline
15 day suspension, with
Education Based
Discipline.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal
Subject pled nolo to Driving
Under the Influence.

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022256
02/05/09
R

Subject deputy reported a gun
stolen in a house burglary
which he was supposed to have
returned to the Department ten
years earlier.

Investigation inactivated by
Division Commander because of
credible evidence that stolen
gun had a different serial
number. OIR not consulted.

022254
02/05/09
C

Subject established a personal
relationship with an inmate
while he was in custody and
after he was released from
custody.

022251
02/05/09
B

Subject falsified and/or omitted
information during her preemployment background
investigation.

Pending the completion of the
Department’s review.

022247
02/06/09
A

Unreasonable Force
Use of Force Reporting
Procedures
Performance to Standards

Investigation pending.

022246
02/02/09
R

Subject arrested by an outside
law enforcement agency.

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Subject resigned soon
after being relieved of
duty and before
administrative
investigation was
initiated.

Request for Pre-Disciplinary
Settlement Agreement
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Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
022245
02/05/09
B

Allegations or
Synopsis
Subject 1 arrived at work
several hours late and under
the influence of alcohol and
spoke in a vulgar manner to
other employees. Subject 2,
Subject 1's supervisor,
permitted Subject 1 to remain
at work for a period of time
before allowing Subject 1 to
drive himself home. Subject 2
failed to make the appropriate
notifications.

OIR Recommendation
Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Result
Subject 1: Founded as to (1)
General Behavior; (2) Use of
Alcohol; and (3) Performance
to Standards.
Subject 2: Founded as to (1)
Performance to Standards; (2)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; (3)
Responsibility for Conduct of
Subordinates; and (4)
Reporting Information.

Settlement Agreement
022244
01/28/09
B

The suspect committed armed
car jacking. Deputies
responded to the location.
Subject Deputy 1 saw the
stolen car and began a vehicle
pursuit. The suspect crashed
into a light pole and block wall.
After a brief foot pursuit,
Subject Deputy 2 tackled the
suspect and the two crashed
through a vinyl fence. On the
ground, there was a struggle
and Subject Deputies 1, 2, and
3 used O.C. spray, flashlights
and their fists against the
suspect to subdue him. As a
result of the struggle, Subject
Deputies sustained abrasions
and bruises to their face and/or
legs. The suspect sustained a
fractured right wrist and a
small laceration to an eyebrow
area.

Pending the completion fo the
Department’s review.
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Discipline
Subject 1: Pursuant to a
PDSA, 15-day
suspension with 10
days held in abeyance.
OIR concurred with the
PDSA.
Subject 2: 3-day
suspension.

Subsequent
History
Subject 1: Letter of
imposition was issued.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022243
01/24/09
B

An armed suspect pointed an
assault rifle at Department
personnel who were conducting
a surveillance. Subject
Deputies fired at the armed
suspect. After conducting a
search of apartment buildings,
Department personnel located
the armed suspect and his
assault weapon.

Pending the completion of the
Department’s review.

022242
01/22/09
JU

Deputy involved non-hit
shooting following a short foot
pursuit during which the
suspect reportedly pointed a
handgun at the deputy.

Executive Force Review
Committee found the force to be
within policy but identified
tactical issues and instructed
Captain to conduct training. OIR
concurred.

022241
01/22/09
M

After foot pursuit, suspect takes
fighting stance. Deputy strikes
suspect in head with fists,
causing fracture.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined force
within policy. OIR concurred.

022240
01/21/09
JU

During service of a search
warrant, Sergeant accidentally
struck the suspect on the head
with the butt of his handgun.

Executive Force Review
Committee found the force to be
within policy, but recommended
that Sergeant participate in a
briefing addressing the danger
posed by this situation. OIR
concurred.

022239
01/21/09
M

Inmate Death - Suicide.

Investigation pending.

Result
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022238
01/21/09
R

Deputies tried to search a
female assault suspect. She
tried to bite the deputies and
was taken to the ground with
control holds and fists,
resulting in a fracture.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022237
01/21/09
JU

Inmate grabbed nurse. In
attempt to restrain inmate, the
inmate suffered a fractured
elbow.

Presentation to Executive Force
Review Committee pending.

022236
01/21/09
A

Use of Force resulting in a
hospitalization

Investigation pending.

022235
01/12/09
JU

Deputies used force on an
inmate who began kicking them
as they attempted to escort him
to a new cell. During the
struggle, the inmate was taken
down to the floor and sustained
facial fractures.

Executive Force Review
Committee found the force to be
within policy. OIR concurred.

022234
01/08/09
M

Use of Force - Resulting in
Hospitalization.

Investigation pending.

Result
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022233
01/07/09
C

Deputies engaged in a physical
struggle with an assaultive
suspect. One deputy struck the
suspect in the face with his
handgun. Another deputy tased
the suspect.

Investigation is pending.

022232
01/08/09
JU

Deputy allegedly used
unreasonable force on an
inmate and then provided false
statements during the
investigation.

Investigation: Inadequate
Findings: Appropriate
Charges: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

022231
01/08/09
JU

Deputies used force on an
inmate who had assaulted a
physician who was attempting
to interview and treat him.
Deputies struck the inmate with
their fists and used a takedown
technique. Inmate sustained a
fractured orbital.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined force
was within policy. OIR
concurred.

022230
01/05/09
B

Deputies received a service call
regarding an intoxicated person
who was possibly suicidal. The
suspect had cut his wrists and
throat. When deputies arrived
at the location, the suspect was
at the top of a staircase. While
deputies tried to assist the
suspect and while the suspect
held a knife in one hand, he
threw items at deputies,
including a marble table top.
Subject Deputies fired five
pepper ball rounds and two
arwen rounds at the suspect.
One arwen round struck the
suspect in the face and caused
broken facial bones and a deep
laceration on his cheek.

Pending the completion of the
Department’s review.

Result

After the Department’s initial
decision to discharge the
deputy, additional facts were
discovered that caused the
Department to change the
findings to unresolved.
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022229
01/03/09
R

Deputies observed violent,
erratic behavior by a man inside
a house who had attacked his
mother. He threw large objects
out the window at them. They
used tasers and less lethal
ordinance to subdue him and
take him into custody. He died
at the hospital soon after.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022228
12/31/08
M

For cause drug test ordered when
Sergeant showed signs of being
under the influence of prescription
medication.

Investigation is pending.

022227
12/31/08
C

While conducting a pat down
search, the suspect began striking
Deputy 1. As a struggle ensued,
Deputy 2 deployed a taser multiple
times on the suspect. The suspect
sustained a fracture to his right
orbital.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022226
12/31/08
A

Use of Force - Resulting in a
hospitalization

Investigation pending.

022225
12/31/08
C

A suspect being led handcuffed to a
patrol car attempted to flee. The
Deputy grabbed the suspect and the
suspect fell.

Investigation is pending.

Result
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022223
12/23/08
R

An inmate attacked a deputy.
Other deputies assisted and
wrestled the inmate to the
ground. The inmate sustained
fractured ribs.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022222
12/19/08
C

During a foot pursuit of a robbery
suspect, Deputy 1 fired one round
when the suspect reached for his
waistband. Suspect was not hit.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022221
12/17/08
C

Deputy fired his weapon at a
suspect who aimed a gun at him.
Suspect was not hit.

Investigation is pending.

022219
12/12/08
B

Prior to being hired by the
Department, Subject had sex with a
patient. During the preemployment investigation by the
Department, Subject failed to notify
the Department of a then pending
criminal investigation and his
subsequent criminal conviction
before his hiring date.

Investigation: Thorough (after
recommendations by OIR)
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Use of Force - Hospitalization due to
injuries caused by a Department
member.

Investigation pending.

022217
12/12/08
A

Result

Founded as to : (1) Obedience
to Laws, Regulations and
Orders; (2) Reporting
Information; (3) Performance
to Standards; and (4) General
Behavior.
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Discipline

Discharge.

Subsequent
History

Case was presented at
Case Review, and
Department Executives
approved discharge.
Letter of Intent was
issued.

Related Civil / Criminal

City Attorney filed criminal
charges against Subject, and
Subject pled nolo contendre to
729(A) B&P (Having sex with a
patient) and 242 P.C. (Battery).

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022215
12/11/08
M

Employee alleged to have falsified
repair records.

Investigation: Thorough
Findings: Appropriate
Charges: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

022214
12/10/08
C

Subject allegedly slept on duty.

Investigation is complete.
Disposition of case pending.

022213
12/10/08
C

Subject was overheard calling
detainees derogatory names.

Investigation: Thorough
Findings: Appropriate
Charges: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

022209
12/09/08
M

Deputy alleged to have had sex on
duty.

Investigation pending.

022206
12/09/08
JU

Subject Deputy was the victim of an
off-duty assault. The Deputy
allegedly was under the influence of
a narcotic at the time.

Investigation is pending.

Result

Discipline

Founded for Failure to Perform
Repairs and Falsifying
Records.

Discharge.

Founded for General Behavior,
Conduct Toward Others,
Derogatory Language and
Performance to Standards.

2 day suspension.
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Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022205
12/09/08
A

Deputy is alleged to have
mistreated a person in custody.
Third parties reported seeing deputy
purposefully trip handcuffed person,
causing person to fall onto the
ground, hitting face on floor.

Investigation pending.

022202
12/09/08
JU

Subject Deputy allegedly began a
dating relationship with an inmate
who had been a passenger on his
bus.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs

022201
12/08/08
JU

Deputies fought with an inmate
after he punched one of the
involved deputies. When the
inmate attempted to bite the
deputy in the groin area, the
deputy responded by striking
the inmate on the head with a
flashlight, resulting in a minor
laceration.

Pending investigation and
presentation to Executive Force
Review Committee.

022199
12/03/08
R

Deputies serving a search warrant
shot at a man who came out of a
shed holding a shotgun. No
injuries.

Executive Force Review Panel found
force to be within policy. OIR
concurred.

022198
12/02/08
R

Subject deputy alleged to provide
unauthorized security services for
an entertainer who has a criminal
record.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: N/A

Result

Discipline

Founded for: (1) General
Behavior, (2) Fraternization
and (3) Prohibited Association.

Retired in lieu of
discharge.

Unresolved for all charges.

N/A
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Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022197
11/30/08
C

Suspect was shot at after displaying
and pointing a weapon at deputies.
The suspect was pronounced dead
at the scene.

Investigation is pending.

022196
11/27/08
C

An off-duty deputy and his wife
were taking a walk when a vehicle
quickly approached and its
passengers began shooting at them.
The deputy returned fire (with his
personal weapon) at the fleeing
vehicle. It is unknown if the vehicle
was struck with gunshots.

Executive Force Review
Committee found the shooting to
be within policy. OIR concurred.

022195
11/23/08
R

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting. After
a short foot pursuit a suspect drew
a gun and shot at a deputy who
returned fire, wounding the suspect
in the ankle.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022194
07/15/08
M

Off duty deputy engages
suspects and fires warning
shots into suspect vehicle.
Responding deputy fails to
notify communications when he
joins pursuit, fails to stop
safely, and orders trainee to go
into foot pursuit.

Executive Force Review
Committee convened and found
shooting out of policy as well as
performance issues relating to
tactics for shooter deputy.
(Deputy 1)
Executive Force Review
Committee also found
responding deputy to have
violated control of pursuit policy
by failing to notify
communications center, failing
to safely stop at end of pursuit,
and ordering a trainee to go into
foot pursuit at end of pursuit
terminus. (Deputy 2)

Result

Founded for Failing to Qualify
with the Personal Weapon.
Subject also required to meet
qualifying requirements for his
personal weapon.

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Written Reprimand.

District Attorney declined to
file charges.

Deputy 1: Founded for
violation of shooting policy
and Performance to Standards
policy.
Deputy 2: Founded for
violation of pursuit policy and
Performance to Standards
policy.

OIR concurred.
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Deputy 1: 15 day
suspension.
Deputy 2: 3 day
suspension.

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

022193
11/25/08
R

Subject supervisor failed to
properly manage the volunteer
application process or screen
volunteers properly for criminal
records.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred in light
of unit’s revision of volunteer
screening process.

Founded for Performance to
Standards and Obedience to
Laws, Regulations and Orders.

Written reprimand.

022192
11/19/08
A

Use of Force - Takedown, Skull
Fracture and Hospitalization.

Investigation pending.

022191
11/19/08
A

Use of Force - Head Strike with
Impact Weapon.

Investigation pending.

022190
11/17/08
JU

Off-duty Deputy was driving to work
when the driver of another vehicle
shot at his vehicle on the freeway.
The Deputy followed the suspect’s
vehicle off the freeway and the
suspect and Deputy exchanged
gunfire in a parking lot. The
suspect was injured.

Pending investigation and
presentation to Executive Force
Review Committee.

022189
11/18/08
C

Subject violated sick leave protocols
and made false statements during
the internal investigation.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Appropriate
Discipline: OIR did not concur.

Founded for Absence; Obedience
to Laws, Regulations and Orders;
and False Statements.

25 day suspension. OIR
recommended
demotion.
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022188
11/17/08
C

Subjects prepared a sandwich for a
co-worker who became seriously ill
due to an allergic reaction to an
item in the sandwich.

Investigation is complete. Final
disposition pending.

022186
11/13/08
R

Use of Force - Hospitalization due to
injuries caused by a Department
member. Two inmates began to
fight with deputies during escort to
new housing. Deputies responded
with punches and pepper spray.
One inmate went to the hospital
with a fractured orbital and
hemorrhaging in his airway.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022185
10/07/08
JU

Subject Custody Assistant arrested
for fraudulent claim for public
assistance benefits.

ICIB investigation is pending.

022183
10/27/08
JU

Subject Custody Assistant allegedly
involved in inappropriate activity as
a result of her relationship with her
son, a gang member.

Investigation is complete.

022180
10/22/08
A

Subject was arrested by an outside
agency for Driving while Under the
Influence.

Investigation complete. Findings
pending.

Result

Disposition is pending.
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022176
10/07/08
JU

Subject Deputy is alleged to have
cursed at and threatened another
Deputy from a different unit.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred

022170
11/11/08
A

Use of Force - Hospitalization due to
injuries caused by a Department
member.

Investigation pending.

022169
11/11/08
A

Use of Force - Hospitalization
following alleged Use of Force.

Investigation is pending.

022168
11/01/08
C

Deputy was assaulted and knocked
to the ground by suspect. Deputy
fired several shots at suspect, fatally
wounding him.

Investigation is pending.

Result
Founded for: General
Behavior, Conduct Toward
Others, Professional Conduct.
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Discipline
3 days suspension.

Subsequent
History
Pursuant to settlement
agreement, 3 days held in
abeyance. Subject
agreed to attend training.
OIR concurred.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
022167
11/06/08
B

Allegations or
Synopsis
After an inmate failed to comply
with an order, Subject Deputy D
ordered the inmate placed in to an
interview room. In the interview
room, the inmate began yelling for
his return to the holding cell and
kicking the door to the interview
room. Subject Deputy A entered
the interview room and used force
to control the inmate. Subject
Deputies A, B, C and E failed to
report the use of force.

OIR Recommendation
Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Result
Subject Deputy A:
Founded as to: (1)
Unreasonable Force; (2)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; (3)
False Information in Records;
and (4) Reporting/Failure to
Report Force.

Discipline
Subject Deputy A: 15day suspension.
Subject Deputy B: 10day suspension.
Subject Deputy C: 10day suspension.

Subject Deputy B:

Subject Deputy D: 1day suspension.

Unfounded as to:
Unreasonable Force.

Subject Deputy E: 5-day
suspension.

Founded as to: (1) Obedience
to Laws, Regulations and
Orders; (2) False Information
in Records; and (3)
Reporting/Failure to Report
Force.
Subject Deputy C:
Unfounded as Unreasonable
Force.
Founded as to: (1) Obedience
to Laws, Regulations and
Orders; (2) False Information
in Records; and (3)
Reporting/Failure to Report
Force.
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Subsequent
History
Subject Deputy A: Letter
of Intent was issued.
Letter of imposition was
issued.
Subject Deputy B: Letter
of Intent was issued.
Subject Deputy C: Letter
of Intent was issued.
Subject Deputy D: Letter
of Intent was issued.
Subject Deputy E: Letter
of Intent was issued.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
022167
11/06/08
B

Allegations or
Synopsis
After an inmate failed to comply
with an order, Subject Deputy D
ordered the inmate placed in to an
interview room. In the interview
room, the inmate began yelling for
his return to the holding cell and
kicking the door to the interview
room. Subject Deputy A entered
the interview room and used force
to control the inmate. Subject
Deputies A, B, C and E failed to
report the use of force.

OIR Recommendation
Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Result
*Continued from previous
entry*

Subject Deputy A: 15day suspension.

Subject Deputy D:

Subject Deputy B: 10day suspension.

Unfounded as to: (1)
Unreasonable Force; (2) False
Information in Records; and
(3) Reporting/Failure to
Report Force.
Founded as to: Obedience to
Laws, Regulations and Orders.
Subject Deputy E:
Unfounded as to: (1)
Unreasonable Force; and (2)
False Information in Records.
Founded as to: (1) Obedience
to Laws, Regulations and
Orders; and (2)
Reporting/Failure to Report
Force.

022166
11/04/08
A

General Behavior
Obedience to Laws, Regulations and
Orders
Conduct Toward Others

Investigation is pending.

022165
11/04/08
C

Suspect being arrested for child
cruelty engaged in a struggle with
deputies. Suspect sustained a
broken arm.

Executive Force Review
Committee found the force to be
within policy. OIR concurred.

Discipline
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Subject Deputy C: 10day suspension.
Subject Deputy D: 1day suspension.
Subject Deputy E: 5-day
suspension.

Subsequent
History
Subject Deputy A: Letter
of Intent was issued.
Letter of imposition was
issued.
Subject Deputy B: Letter
of Intent was issued.
Subject Deputy C: Letter
of Intent was issued.
Subject Deputy D: Letter
of Intent was issued.
Subject Deputy E: Letter
of Intent was issued.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022164
10/27/08
C

Suspect holding a screwdriver and
golf club advanced on deputies.
Deputies used a taser, stun bag,
pepperball gun and stingball
grenade to subdue and handcuff the
suspect. Suspect required
hospitalization.

Investigation is pending.

022163
10/27/08
A

Use of Force - Suspect hospitalized.

Investigation is pending.

022162
10/23/08
C

Deputy fired at suspect after he
lunged towards the deputy’s
weapon. Suspect was wounded and
required hospitalization.

Investigation is pending.

022161
10/17/08
JU

While responding to a burglary
report, Deputy confronted suspect
exiting the location of the alleged
burglary. When suspect raised his
hand containing what turned out to
be a large piece of concrete, the
Deputy fired once, fatally wounding
the suspect.

District Attorney declined to
prosecute. Pending presentation
to Executive Force Review
Committee.

022160
10/16/08
JU

While conducting a felony traffic
stop, Deputy accidentally discharged
one round, striking the suspect and
causing a minor injury.

Pending Homicide investigation and
presentation to District Attorney.

Result
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022153
10/14/08
A

Subjects are alleged to have failed
to properly investigate traffic
accidents in a timely manner.

Investigation pending.

022152
10/14/08
C

Subject engaged in sex on duty.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

022148
10/14/08
B

General Behavior
Disorderly Conduct
Obedience to Laws, Regulations,
and Orders

Investigation pending.

022146
10/14/08
A

Obedience to Laws, Regulations,
and Orders
Performance to Standards
False Information in Records

Investigation pending.

Result

Founded as to General
Behavior, Professional
Conduct, Performance to
Standards and Performance to
Duty.
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Discipline

Demotion for a
minimum of one year
and reassignment to a
non-patrol position.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
022145
10/14/08
B

022142
10/14/08
R

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

While off duty, Subject Security
Assistant became intoxicated at a
night club, and the club’s
management requested Subject
Security Assistant leave the club for
inappropriate behavior and
excessive drunkenness. When an
outside law enforcement agency
responded to the club, Subject
Security Assistant challenged the
officers about their decision that he
needed to leave the club area and
refused to comply with the officers’
directions. Given Subject Security
Assistant’s intoxication and inability
to care for himself, the responding
officers arrested him. After his
arrest and while in the officers’
patrol car, Subject Security Assistant
falsely identified himself as a
Deputy Sheriff.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject professional staff
member was arrested by an
outside agency for Domestic
Battery, Trespass, Vandalism, Petty
Theft when she entered
estranged husband’s dwelling
without permission and
engaged in an altercation
scratching his chest.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs

Result
Founded as to: (1) Obedience to
Laws, Regulations and Orders; (2)
General Behavior; (3) Disorderly
Conduct; and (4) Off-Duty
Incidents.

Discipline
Discharge.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Case was presented at
Case Review, and
Department executives
approved the discharge.
Letter of Intent was
issued.
Letter of Imposition was
issued.

Founded for General Behavior
and Family Violence.
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5 days suspension and
mandatory
psychological
counseling pursuant to
a pre-disposition
settlement agreement.

District Attorney filed
vandalism and trespass
charges, then announced
unable to proceed on case,
which was dismissed.

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022140
10/14/08
B

Several deputies responded to a
residence hosting a large party.
Approximately 200 persons were
gathered on the lawn, street and
sidewalk in front of the residence.
As an LASD unit passed the
residence, deputies heard the sound
of glass shattering behind their
patrol car. Other units responded
and formulated a plan to disperse
the party-goers. As deputies
formulated their plan, they observed
several groups of party-goers
fighting and minors drinking
alcoholic beverages and heard loud
and disruptive music from the party.
LASD personnel made several
announcements for the party-goers
to leave the area, and while most
complied with these commands, 15
to 20 persons began fighting in the
front yard and driveway of the
residence. Subject Deputies
deployed O.C. spray and several
rounds of pepper balls. Much of the
group dispersed; however, a few
party-goers either threw objects at
patrol cars or bit, struck and kicked
Subject Deputies, and several
Subject Deputies responded with
punches, flashlight strikes and
takedown procedures. Several
arrests were made, and one deputy
sustained a broken hand.

Case was presented to Executive
Force Review Committee, and
the Committee concluded that
the force used was within
Department policy. OIR
concurred.

022139
10/06/08
C

Deputies engaged in a physical
struggle with a suspect. Suspect
received several head strikes with a
flashlight.

Executive Force Review
Committee found the force to be
within policy. OIR concurred.

Result

Both deputies will receive formal
tactics training. OIR concurred
with action plan.
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022138
10/01/08
JU

Deputies tracked suspect in a
stabbing incident to a vacant house.
While Deputies searched the house,
the suspect charged them with a
metal rod, striking one Deputy.
Two Deputies fired, fatally
wounding the suspect.

Pending Homicide investigation and
presentation to the District Attorney.

022137
10/01/08
R

After a deputy heard a nearby
gunshot, a man ran toward the
deputy and refused to show his
hands. The deputy fired one shot,
missing the man who then stopped
and was handcuffed.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022136
10/01/08
R

Deputies guarding the backyard
escape route during service of a
search warrant, see a man emerge
from a shed holding a shotgun.
When they order him to put it down
he points it in their direction, one
deputy fires 2 rounds, missing the
suspect.

Executive Force Review Panel found
force to be within policy. No
further investigation requested.
OIR concurred.

022135
09/26/08
A

Use of Force - Suspect was hit in
the head with a sap during the
course of his arrest.

Investigation pending.

022134
09/27/08
JU

Subject deputy accidentally
struck an inmate on the head
with his flashlight and failed to
report the incident.

Pending investigation and
presentation to Executive Force
Review Committee.

Result
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

022133
09/27/08
JU

Deputies responded to a Mental
Observation module where an
inmate was reportedly acting
strangely. As the Deputies
approached, the inmate stood up
and punched one Deputy. In the
ensuing fight that involved only
personal weapons, the inmate
suffered a fractured orbital.

Pending presentation to Executive
Force Review Committee.

022132
09/24/08
C

Deputy shot at suspect who aimed a
weapon at her. Suspect was not
struck.

Investigation is pending.

022130
09/26/08
C

Subject was involved in a domestic
dispute while intoxicated.

Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General Behavior and
Disorderly Conduct.

15 day suspension.

022127
09/12/08
R

Subject custody assistant
allegedly made false or inconsistent
statements during the application
process to become a custody
assistant and later in the application
process for the position of deputy
sheriff.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded for False Statements,
False Information in Records,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders and
General Behavior.

Discharge.

022126
09/12/08
A

Professional Conduct
General Behavior
Obedience to Laws, Regulations and
Orders

Investigation complete. Findings
pending.
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Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022125
09/12/08
A

The subject is alleged to have
obstructed a suicide investigation by
another police agency.

Investigation complete. Findings
pending.

022123
09/07/08
JU

A nurse requested deputies’
assistance with an unruly inmate.
The inmate aggressively
approached one deputy, and as that
deputy attempted to control him,
the inmate head-butted the deputy
in the face. A number of deputies
took the inmate to the ground. The
inmate sustained a fractured
humerus.

Pending Executive Force Review
Committee.

022122
09/06/08
R

A high security inmate slipped his
handcuffs and attacked a deputy.
She and other deputies fought with
the inmate who sustained a
fractured left orbital, broken rib and
fractures to his lower back.

Executive Force Review Panel found
use of force within policy. OIR
concurred.

022119
09/04/08
R

Subject custody assistant
allegedly brought narcotics into a
jail facility and fraternized with
inmate in her custody.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred

Result

Founded for Fraternization,
False Statements and
Unreasonable Force.
(Insufficient evidence of
narcotics.)
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Discipline

Discharge.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022116
09/03/08
B

During the execution of a search
warrant on a residence, Subject
Deputies were involved in a hit
shooting. When Department
personnel announced their presence
outside the residence, a female,
speaking in Spanish, from inside the
residence told others inside the
residence not to open the door.
Using a pick and ram, Department
personnel made entry into the
residence. When the door opened,
the suspect was armed with a
handgun and fired one or two
rounds at deputies, including
Subject Deputies. Three
Department shooters, Subject
Deputies, were first through the
front door. One of Subject
Deputies’ gun malfunctioned, and
the other two Subject Deputies each
fired two to three rounds. The
armed suspect retreated and fired
another volley of rounds. The
suspect was struck in the leg. The
armed suspect’s family members
and other persons in the residence
fought with deputies as they tried to
handcuff the suspect. Two family
members sustained injuries from
their respective take downs.

Investigation pending.

022114
08/31/08
R

A belligerent man came toward
deputies who were handcuffing his
brother. When he refused to stay
back, a supervisor ordered a deputy
to shoot a stunbag shotgun which
struck him in the chest.

Pending Executive Force Review.

Result
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022113
08/26/08
M

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting

Investigation pending.

022112
08/26/08
JU

Subject accessed his neighbor’s
criminal history and provided that
information to others within his
apartment complex.

Investigation: Thorough
Findings: Appropriate
Charges: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

022111
08/25/08
R

Use of Force - Multiple fractures,
Multiple Inmates

Investigation pending.

022105
08/23/08
B

Subject was arrested by an outside
agency for Spousal Assault.

Investigation pending.

022104
08/23/08
M

Violation of Gift Reporting
requirements pursuant to state law.

Investigation complete.
Disposition pending.

Result

Founded for: General Behavior;
Obedience to Laws, Regulations
and Orders; Use of
Communications Equipment; and
Confidential Information.

Discipline

10-day suspension.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Pursuant to settlement
agreement, 5 days held in
abeyance. OIR
concurred.

City Attorney declined
prosecution.
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OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022102
08/23/08
JU

Subject Lieutenant allegedly
manipulated a recruit’s test score to
allow her to graduate from the
Academy.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

022099
08/23/08
JU

Subject deputy allegedly used
steroids.

Investigation is pending.

022098
08/23/08
JU

Subject was involved in an off duty
incident in which he got into a
verbal altercation with another
individual. An outside policy agency
responded to investigate.

Investigation is pending.

022096
08/23/08
B

Subject was involved in an off-duty
incident during which time his offduty firearm was stolen.

Investigation pending.

022093
08/23/08
M

Deputy Involved Non-Hit Shooting

Investigation is pending.

Result
Founded for Manner of
Exercising Authority,
Accountability, Professional
Conduct, and General
Behavior.
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Discipline
Demotion.

Subsequent
History
Subject did not grieve the
discipline.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022092
08/10/08
R

Deputy shot male suspect during a
hostage rescue of a baby. The
suspect was killed. The baby was
uninjured.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022090
08/09/08
R

Deputies approached 3 males to
investigate reports of narcotic sales.
Two of the males jumped over a
fence, crouched down and one of
them shot at a deputy, missing him.
The deputy returned fire wounding
one of the suspects in the neck.

Pending District Attorney review.

022089
08/19/08
C

Deputies shot suspect after being
fired upon by suspect. Suspect was
injured.

Investigation is pending.

022088
08/15/08
JU

Subject deputy, while off duty and
at home, allegedly failed to
cooperate with a Sheriff station’s
investigation and search for a
suspect. While confronting the
suspect, subject deputy failed to
take appropriate police action and
used poor judgment and improper
tactics.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

022087
07/24/08
B

Subject Deputies used force to
subdue a suspect. The suspect
suffered a broken nose and
fractured left and right orbitals.

Investigation pending.

Result

Founded for: General Behavior;
Obstructing an Investigation;
Professional Conduct; and False
Statements.
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Discipline

15 day suspension.

Subsequent
History

Pursuant to settlement
agreement, suspension
reduced to 10 days with 5
days in abeyance. OIR
was not consulted, but
did not disagree with
disposition.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022086
07/24/08
A

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting Suspect Deceased

Investigation pending.

022084
07/21/08
C

Deputies engaged in a physical
struggle with a suspect. Deputies
deployed OC spray and a taser to
subdue the suspect.

Executive Force Review found
the force to be within policy.
OIR concurred.

022083
07/19/08
M

Deputy detains burglary
suspect. As he escorts suspect
to patrol car, suspect moves
away. As deputy engages
suspect, his flashlight
inadvertently strikes head of
suspect.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined force
was inadvertent and in policy.
OIR concurred. At OIR’s
suggestion, Executive Force
Review Committee
recommended targeted training
to deputy regarding escort
techniques.

022082
07/17/08
C

Deputies shot at suspect when he
removed a handgun from his
waistband. Suspect was hit.

Investigation is pending.

022078
07/04/08
A

Subject was arrested by an outside
agency for Assault and Battery.

Investigation pending.

Result
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

022076
07/04/08
B

General Behavior
Obedience to Laws, Regulations and
Orders

Investigation pending.

022074
07/04/08
S/A

Subject was arrested by an outside
agency for Driving Under the
Influence.

Unit Level Investigation: Complete.
Findings: Pending.
Discipline: Pending.

Subject plead nolo contendre to
Driving Under the Influence.

022073
07/04/08
A

Subject was arrested for domestic
violence.

Investigation pending.

On January 21, 2009, District
Attorney rejected case for lack of
evidence.

022071
07/04/08
A

Subject was arrested by an outside
agency for domestic violence.

Investigation complete. Findings
pending.

District Attorney declined to file
charges.

022070
07/04/08
JU

Deputies responded to an Assault
with a Deadly Weapon (firearm)
call. As deputies pursued the
suspect, he twice pointed his
weapon at deputies. Two deputies
fired a total of six rounds. The
suspect was not hit, but a bystander
suffered a minor grazing wound.
The suspect was apprehended.

District Attorney declined
prosecution. Pending review and
presentation to Executive Force
Review Committee.
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OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022067
07/08/08
S/A

Subject Sergeant is alleged to have
made inappropriate statements
about a Lieutenant.

Investigation pending.

022066
06/26/08
R

Two deputies went in foot pursuit of
suspect who appeared to be armed.
Suspect withdrew pistol from
waistband, ran then turned toward
deputies. One deputy shot three
rounds, killing suspect.

Pending review by District Attorney’s
office.

022064
06/25/08
B

Without proper Department
authorization, Subject Deputy was
absent from her assigned duties and
then made false statements to her
supervisor. Subject Deputy altered
a doctor’s note regarding her
absence.

Investigation: Thorough (OIR
recommended further
investigation)
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

022063
06/24/08
C

Deputies used force on a suspect
who attempted to escape from the
backseat of a patrol car and began
assaulting deputies. Suspect
sustained a fractured left orbital and
nose.

Investigation is pending.

022062
06/21/08
JU

During a traffic stop the driver
refused to get out of the car.
After deployment of OC spray
the driver emerged and swung
at the deputy. In response the
driver was hit in the head with
a flashlight.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined that the
force was within policy. OIR
concurred.

Result

Founded as to (1) Obedience
to Laws, Regulations and
Orders; (2) False Statements;
(3) Failure to Make
Statements/False Statements
During an Internal Affairs
Investigation; (4) Absence;
and (5) Injured or Ill While
Off-Duty.
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Discipline

Was on probation and
released from the
Department.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
022061
06/25/08
S/A

022060
06/19/08
S/A

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Subject Sergeant failed to make an
attempt to stop a subordinate
deputy, also a subject, from using
improper or unsafe tactics to
remove a handcuffed and hobbled
inmate from the dorm.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Suspect (who was hiding in an attic)
suddenly jumped out at deputies
and began fighting. In the attempt
to subdue the suspect, deputies
struck the suspect in the face
causing a fracture to the suspect’s
left orbital.

Investigation is pending.

Result
Subject Sergeant: Founded for
Performance to Standards
Subject Deputy: Founded for
Performance to Standards
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Discipline
Sergeant: 2 day
suspension, persuant to
settlement agreement
Deputy: Written reprimand

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
022058
06/06/08
B

Allegations or
Synopsis
In the early morning hours,
deputies responded to a sexual
battery incident at a gas station.
The suspect whom deputies
contacted near the gas station had
grabbed a woman and then her
breasts. Initially, the man
cooperated with the deputies;
however, as the deputies and the
suspect approached the patrol car
and the deputies tried to handcuff
the suspect, the suspect broke free
and ran away from the deputies.
The deputies followed on foot, and
as the man ran south, Subject
Deputy A tased the suspect, striking
him in the chest. After the taser
cycled, the suspect pulled the taser
darts out of his body and continued
to run south. At the next
intersection, the suspect turned
around and began running north
back toward the deputies. Subject
Deputy A then deployed O.C. spray,
and this also had no effect on the
suspect. The suspect then charged
Subject Deputy A, and the two
engaged in a physical fight. When
the suspect grabbed Subject Deputy
A’s handgun and tried to remove it
from the holster, Subject Deputy B
with his right forearm struck the
suspect several times in the face.
Deputies handcuffed the suspect.
While handcuffed and on the
ground, the suspect continued to
struggle and kick at deputies.

OIR Recommendation

Result

Pending completion of the
Department’s review.
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

022058
06/06/08
B

*Continued from previous entry*

022056
06/03/08
A

General Behavior
Obedience to Laws, Regulations and
Orders
Family Violence

Investigation pending.

022055
06/03/08
JU

Subject Custody Assistant allegedly
fraternized with an inmate trusty by
bringing him food from outside the
jail.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Performance to
Standards.

3 day suspension.

022054
06/03/08
B

While off duty, Subject Deputy
requested that an outside law
enforcement agency give him police
courtesy and not issue his son a
citation, and when the outside
agency officer refused the request,
Subject Deputy threatened to not
provide police courtesy to officers of
the outside agency. While on duty,
Subject Deputy contacted another
officer from the outside agency
inquiring about police courtesy, and
when Subject Deputy did not
receive the response that he
sought, he threatened to issue
traffic citations and to not provide
back up to the outside agency
officers.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to: (1)
Professional Conduct; (2)
General Behavior; (3) Conduct
Toward Others; (4) Derogatory
Language; and (5)
Performance of Duty.

2-day suspension.

Subsequent
History

Pending completion of the
Department’s review.

Deputies were able to tarp the man.
Later, the suspect went into cardiac
arrest and died.
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Letter of Intent was
issued.
Letter of Imposition was
issued.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

022051
06/03/08
B

Subject Deputy was arrested for
Driving Under the Influence.

Investigation pending.

022050
06/03/08
B

Subject Deputy was arrested for
Driving Under the Influence.

Investigation pending.

022047
06/03/08
JU

Subject Custody Assistant allegedly
recorded co-worker’s conversations
without permission.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General Behavior,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders,
Conduct Toward Others.

1 day suspension.

Grievance is pending.

022046
06/03/08
R

Absence from work and very erratic
behavior by civilian employee leads
to evaluation by a drug recognition
expert and a “for cause” urine test.
Results are positive for
methamphetamine and opiates.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs

Founded for Use of Narcotics,
Obedience to Laws, Failure to
Report and Absence.

Discharge.

Subject employee allowed
to resign.

022045
06/03/08
S/A

Subject Custody Assistant arrested
for driving under the influence.

Investigation is pending.
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Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

022039
06/10/08
S/A

Subject Deputy was arrested by an
outside police agency for driving
under the influence of alcohol after
being involved in a traffic collision.

OIR concurred with result.

022035
06/07/08
R

Use of force following dispersal of
group of men fighting in parking lot.
One struck a deputy in mouth and
was taken to the ground by several
deputies, breaking suspect’s elbow.

Pending Executive Force Review.

022033
05/29/08
M

Use of Force - Wrist fracture.
Suspect resists deputies’
attempts to detain. As they
attempt to pull suspect from
fence, suspect reaches for
deputy’s gun. Deputy deploys
baton strike to hand to free
suspect’s grip from fence and to
eliminate threat.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined force
was in policy. OIR concurred.

022030
04/07/08
C

Subject Deputy engaged in hazing.

Investigation: Thorough
Charge: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Result

Discipline

Founded for General Behavior,
Obedience to Laws.

Demotion

Founded for General Behavior;
Conduct Toward Others; and
Hazing.

10 day suspension.
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Subsequent
History

Grievance pending.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
022026
05/22/08
M

Allegations or
Synopsis
Use of Force - Fractured Cheek
bone and Nose
While conducting a traffic stop,
Subject 2 observed the driver
swallow what appeared to be rock
cocaine. The suspect was directed
to exit the vehicle at which time he
immediately began fighting with
Subject 1. Subject 1 struck the
suspect with his fists, took the
suspect down to the ground and
subsequently handcuffed him with
the assistance of Subject 2.

022023
05/15/08
A

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Executive Force Review
Committee determined force
was in policy. OIR concurred.
At OIR’s behest and after
discussion with Unit
Commander, involved deputies
to be briefed and field sergeant
to receive performance log entry
for failure to notify hospital that
suspect had apparently
swallowed cocaine and for
failure to request and to obtain
toxicological reports.

Deputies were alleged to have made
threats to newer deputies, using
profane language towards them and
calling them “rats”. Deputies
allegedly threatened the newer
deputies with lack of support when
requesting back-up assistance.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate

022020
05/13/08
C

At the end of a vehicle pursuit,
suspect attempted to ram deputies
with his vehicle. Deputies fired their
weapons. Suspect died at the scene.

Investigation is pending.

022018
05/08/08
C

Subject Deputy fired a warning shot
at a suspect who initially fled from
deputies, then stopped and
suddenly, with his hand in his
waistband, turned towards the
deputy.

Executive Force Review
Committee found the shooting to
be within policy. OIR concurred.

2 of 4 Subject Deputies - Founded
for General Behavior and Conduct
Towards Others/Relationship with
Subordinates.
2 of 4 Subject Deputies - Charges
Unfounded.
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2 deputies received 5 day
suspensions.

Letters of Intent to two
Subject Deputies.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

022014
05/06/08
B

Subject was arrested by an outside
police agency for sexual assault.

Investigation is pending.

022011
05/06/08
C

Subject was arrested by an outside
police agency for spousal battery.

Investigation is pending.

022010
05/06/08
JU

Subject was arrested by an outside
police agency for driving under the
influence.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for: General Behavior;
Obedience to Laws, Regulations
and Orders.

022007
05/06/08
C

A detainee alleged that a custody
assistant intentionally allowed rival
gang members into the worker
barrack compound which resulted in
a major inmate disturbance.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: N/A
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: N/A

Unfounded.

022005
05/06/08
B

Subject was arrested by an outside
agency for driving under the
influence which subsequently
resulted in a non injury traffic
collision.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to: (1) General
Behavior; and (2) Obedience to
Laws/Driving Under the Influence.

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

DA declined to file charges.

10 day suspension.

Grievance pending.

10-day suspension.

Pursuant to a case
settlement agreement,
the Department agreed to
hold five of the days of
suspension in abeyance.
No OIR objection.
Letter of Intent issued on
10/23/08.
Letter of Imposition was
issued.
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District Attorney filed
charges. Subject pled guilty
to misdemeanor Driving
Under the Influence charges.

OIR#
Start Date
022004
05/06/08
C

022001
05/06/08
B

022000
05/06/08
B

021996
05/02/08
S/A

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

Subjects used force to control a
hostile arrestee detained in a
booking cell. As Subject 1 dragged
handcuffed arrestee out of the cell,
the arrestee’s head struck the door
frame.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Unfounded for both subjects
for unreasonable force.

Subject was arrested by an outside
police agency for driving under the
influence.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to: (1) General
Behavior; and (2) Obedience
to Laws, Regulations and
Orders.

10-day suspension.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to: (1) General
Behavior; and (2) Obedience
to Laws, Regulations and
Orders/Driving Under the
Influence.

15-day suspension.

Subject Deputy was arrested by an
outside agency for driving under the
influence of alcohol.

Suspects shot at off-duty Subject
Deputies who were traveling in a
car. After Subject Deputies parked
their car, suspects advanced toward
them and shot at Subject Deputies
a second time. Subject Deputies
returned fire, and suspects fled on
foot.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

3-day suspension.

Subject 2 founded for
Performance to Standards and
Safeguarding Persons in
Custody for failing to devise
and discuss a tactical plan
before entering the cell and
failing to relate to medical
practitioners that inmate had
struck his head.

Pending completion of an outside
agency’s review of the case.
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Letter of Intent was
issued.
Letter of Imposition was
issued.

Letter of Intent was
issued.
Letter of Imposition was
issued.

District Attorney filed
charges. Subject pled nolo
contendere to a
misdemeanor Driving Under
the Influence charge.

District Attorney filed
charges. Subject Deputy
pled guilty to a misdemeanor
Driving Under the Influence
charge.

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

021995
05/01/08
B

Subject was arrested for shoplifting
by another police agency.

Investigation pending.

021994
05/01/08
B

Subject responded to a burglary call
at business. Deputies cleared the
business and found no suspects.
While clearing the business, subject
stole from a showcase a pair of
Rayban sunglasses. The subject
was captured by video surveillance.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

021993
04/29/08
B

Subject Deputies approached a
location to identify and arrest a
suspect who brandished an assault
weapon. As the Subject Deputies
approached, the suspect fired one
round at them, and the Subject
Deputies returned fire.

Case was presented to the
Executive Force Review
Committee, and the Committee
concluded that the use of force
was within Department policy.
OIR concurred.

021992
05/01/08
R

Use of Force during a fight with an
inmate, including O.C. spray,
accidental head strike with a
flashlight and use of taser.

Executive Case Review found force
to be within policy but directed
unit to brief personnel on
effective use of tasers. Panel
will also ask Field Operations
Support to issue training bulletin
on related topics. OIR concurs.

021989
04/29/08
R

A handcuffed inmate being
escorted down a hallway moved
toward another deputy and
elbowed him. When asked to
explain his actions, the inmate
head butted the deputy.
Deputies took the inmate to the
floor with punches and knees,
while the inmate kicked at
deputies. The inmate sustained
a fractured left orbital.

Executive Force Review found force
within policy. OIR concurred.

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal
District Attorney filed
charges. Subject pled nolo
contendere to misdemeanor
resisting a peace officer and
fighting in public.

Founded as to (1) Professional
Conduct; (2) General Behavior;
(3) Performance to Standards;
and (4) Duties of Deputy
Personnel.
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Discharge.

Letter of Intent was
issued.

District Attorney declined to
file charges.

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

021987
04/28/08
S/A

During the execution of a search
warrant, an outside law
enforcement agency recovered
Subject Deputy’s LASD “Class B”
uniform shirt hanging in the closet
inside a residence of a known gang
member.

Pending completion of Department’s
review of the case.

021983
04/12/08
R

When deputies began searching a
suspect in a store who had been
menacing his parents, the
storekeepers, suspect pulled a gun
out of his pocket and struggled with
deputies who shot at the suspect,
fatally wounding him.

Pending District Attorney evaluation.

021981
04/08/08
JU

A deputy was conducting inmate
meals when suspect charged out of
cell and punched deputy. Suspect
taken down and deputies and
custody assistants struggled to
restrain suspect. Subject Deputy
kicked suspect once after he was no
longer actively engaged in the
struggle. Suspect suffered a
fractured right orbital.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Incomplete
Findings: OIR concurrence in
part
Discipline: OIR concurrence

021979
04/06/08
C

A handcuffed suspect physically
struggled with deputies. The
suspect ceased his struggle after he
was tased. After being placed in
the patrol car, (hobbled and
handcuffed), suspect became nonresponsive. Suspect was
pronounced dead at the hospital.

Investigation is pending.

021978
04/07/07
JU

While patting down a suspect,
the suspect began assaulting
the deputy. The two ended up
falling in the gutter and the
suspect sustained broken ribs.

Executive Force Review
Committee found force within
policy. OIR concurs.

Result

Founded for Unreasonable
Force, Performance to
Standards, Failure to Report.
OIR argued the subject should
also have a founded charge for
False Statements.
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Discipline

15 day suspension, plus
attendance at
specialized training.

Subsequent
History

Pursuant to settlement
agreement following
grievance, suspension
reduced to 3 days, with
all 3 days held in
abeyance. Neither
Executive Force Review
Committee nor OIR was
consulted.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

021977
04/07/08
B

Subject Deputies were involved in
an off-duty incident in which they
are listed as suspect/victim of 242
P.C. involving a third party.

Investigation pending.

021976
04/07/08
S/A

General Behavior
Obedience to Laws, Regulations and
Orders
Prohibited Association

Pending investigation.

021975
04/07/08
R

Subject supervisor arrested for
driving a motorcycle under the
influence.

Pending administrative investigation.

021974
04/07/08
B

Subject Deputy A used
unreasonable force against an
inmate, and Subject Deputy B wrote
and submitted false supplemental
reports regarding the same.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Result

Subject Deputy A: Founded as
to (1) Unreasonable Force; (2)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; and
(3) Performance to Standards.
Unresolved as to (1) False
Statements; and (2)
Obstructing an Investigation.
Subject Deputy B: Founded as
to (1) Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; and
(2) Performance to Standards.
Unresolved as to (1) False
Statement; and (2)
Obstructing an Investigation.
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Discipline

Subsequent
History

Subject Deputy A: 10day suspension.

Subject Deputy A: Letter
of Intent was issued.

Subject Deputy B: 3day suspension.

Subject Deputy B: Letter
of Intent was issued.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
021971
04/07/08
B

Allegations or
Synopsis
Both Subject Deputies failed to take
appropriate police action and assist
a stabbing victim, and they made
false entries in MDT records.

OIR Recommendation
Investigation: Thorough (OIR
recommended further
investigation)
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Result
Subject Deputy A:
Founded as to (1) Professional
Conduct; (2) General Behavior;
(3) Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; (4)
Performance of Duty; (5)
Performance to Standards; (6)
Duties of Deputy Personnel;
and (7) Duties of All Members.

Discipline
Subject Deputy A:
Discharge.
Subject Deputy B: 15day suspension.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Subject Deputy A: Letter
of Intent was issued.
Letter of Imposition was
issued.
Subject Deputy B: Letter
of Intent was issued.
Letter of Imposition was
issued.

Subject Deputy B:
Founded as to (1) Professional
Conduct; (2) General Behavior;
(3) Failure to Make
Statements/ False Statements
During an Internal Affairs
Investigation; (4) Performance
to Duty; (5) Performance to
Standards; (6) Duties of
Deputy Personnel; and (7)
Duties of All Members.
021969
04/07/08
S/A

021963
04/01/08
S/A

Eight Deputies, one Sergeant, and
one Lieutenant involved in a force
incident while attempting to extract
a suspect from his cell at the station
jail. The Suspect was tasered while
standing on an upper bunk, fell and
was rendered paralyzed from the
waist down.

Executive Force Review Committee
found the force to be justified and in
policy, but found discipline
appropriate for some participants.
The incident also prompted the
Department to amend its policy
regarding cell extractions. OIR
concurred.

After an off duty traffic collision,
suspect confronts deputy with a
knife. Deputy fires twice at suspect,
hitting suspect.

Investigation is pending.

Charges against three (3) deputies
were unfounded.
Charges against the Lieutenant,
Sergeant, and three (3) other
deputies were founded for
Performance to Standards,
Safeguarding Persons in Custody.
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Lieutenant: Demotion
Sergeant: 5 day
suspension
3 Deputies: 2 day
suspensions

Plaintiff filed a civil lawsuit
against the County/Los Angeles
Sheriff Department, alleging
excessive force, assault and
battery, civil rights violation,
conspiracy, failure to summon
aid, harassment, intentional
infliction of emotional distress,
invasion of privacy and
negligence. Lawsuit is still
ongoing.

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

021962
03/21/08
S/A

Off-duty deputy, resting at night in
his own home, mistook the
movements of a helium balloon for
an intruder. He fired one round
before realizing his error. No one
was hurt and the deputy notified
local authorities about what had
occurred.

Investigation is complete.
Presentation to the Executive Force
Committee pending.

021961
03/20/08
B

Subject Deputies detained a
suspected prowler and after
conducting a preliminary
investigation, drove the suspect
home. At the suspect’s home,
Subject Deputies spoke with the
suspect’s relative. When the
relative and Subject Deputies
retrieved the suspect from the
patrol car, they noticed that he was
experiencing difficulty breathing and
that he then stopped breathing.
The suspect was pronounced dead
at a local hospital.

Pending completion of the
Department’s investigation.

021958
03/04/08
B

Subject Deputy struggled with his
girlfriend over a property item.
During the struggle, the girlfriend
fell to the floor and suffered some
bruising.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

021957
03/04/08
S/A

Performance to Standards

Investigation pending.

Result

Founded as to Conduct Toward
Others. Unfounded as to (1)
General Behavior; and (2)
Family Violence.
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Discipline

Written Reprimand.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

D.A. declined to file charges.

OIR#
Start Date
021956
03/04/08
M

021955
03/04/08
M

Allegations or
Synopsis
Lieutenant and sergeant approved
transportation of individual(s) for
personal business.

Deputy wore costume to promotion
interview and supplied alcohol to
interview panel. Sergeant 1,
Sergeant 2, and Lieutenant were
members of the interview panel.

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General Behavior,
Obedience to Laws,
Misappropriation of Property, and
Unauthorized person(s) in county
vehicle(s).

Lieutenant: No discipline.
Removal from unit.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Deputy, Sergeant 1, Lieutenant:
Founded for Obedience to Laws.

Deputy: Written
reprimand.

Sergeant 2: Retired before
investigation concluded.

Sergeant 1: 1 day
suspension.

Subsequent
History

Sergeant: Removal from
unit.

Sergeant 2: N/A
Lieutenant: 1 day
suspension.
021953
03/04/08
B

On several occasions and while on
duty, Subject Deputy had sex with
complainant.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

021952
03/04/08
S/A

General Behavior
Obedience to Laws, Regulations and
Orders

Pending investigation.

021950
03/04/08
JU

Subject Custody Assistant and his
sister, a Sheriff’s Deputy with whom
he was living at the time, were
both arrested following a
physical altercation in their
home. Subject Deputy was
uncooperative and
unprofessional in her conduct
with responding police officers
from an outside agency.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to: (1) General
Behavior; (2) Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; (3)
Performance to Standards; and (4)
Approval of Outside Employment.

10-day suspension.

Subject Deputy: Founded for
General Behavior, Professional
Conduct (based on her conduct
with responding officers).

Subject Deputy: 3 day
suspension.

Subject Custody Assistant:
Unresolved.
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Letter of Intent was
issued.
Letter of Imposition was
issued.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

021948
03/04/08
S

An outside law enforcement agency
arrested Subject Civilian Employee
for having a false registration tag on
her vehicle, and Subject Civilian
Employee failed to report the arrest
to the Department.

Pending completion of Department’s
review of the case.

021946
03/04/08
B

Subject Custody Assistant was
arrested by an outside agency for
misdemeanor vandalism.

Pending the completion of the
Department’s investigation.

021945
03/04/08
R

Subject Deputy vandalized former
girlfriend’s vehicle.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs because
of evidence of additional
harassing behavior and attempt
to obstruct investigation as well
as subject’s prior similar
incident.

Founded for General Behavior,
Professional Conduct and
Obstructing an Investigation.

Discharge.

021942
03/04/08
S/A

Deputy became aware of a criminal
threats case involving family
acquaintances. He allegedly took
improper initiative, while on duty, in
visiting the home of one of the
involved parties, detaining that
person, and coercing an involved
female into leaving the man’s home
to return to her husband.

Investigation is complete.

Founded for Unreasonable Force,
General Behavior and Obedience to
Laws, Regulations and Orders.

Discharge.

021941
03/04/08
S/A

Subject is accused of manipulating
the immigration system through a
fraudulent marriage, and of
breaching financial agreements with
her husband.

Investigation is pending.
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Subsequent
History

Subject grieved and
entered into a settlement.
30 day suspension.

Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date
021940
03/04/08
B

Allegations or
Synopsis
On duty, Subject Security Assistants
argued and then fought each other.

OIR Recommendation
Investigation: Thorough (both
unit commander and OIR
recommended further
investigation)
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Result
Subject A: Was on probation
and released from
Department.
Subject B: Founded as to (1)
Professional Conduct; (2)
General Behavior; (3) Conduct
Toward Others; and (4)
Workplace Violence.

Discipline
Subject A: N/A
Subject B: 10-day
suspension.
Subject C: 10-day
suspension.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Subject B: Letter of
Intent was issued. Letter
of Imposition was issued.
Subject C: Letter of
Intent was issued. Letter
of Imposition was issued.

Subject C: Founded as to (1)
Professional Conduct; (2)
General Behavior; (3)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; and
(4) Conduct Toward Others.
Unfounded as to Failure to
Make Statements/False
Statements During an Internal
Administrative Investigation.
021931
02/25/08
R

Custody Assistant allowed
inmates in high security area to
have access to each other resulting
in a fight. One inmate later died
from his injuries.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs with original
discipline recommendation because
of apparent inadvertent act by
employee. OIR does not concur with
subsequent reduction.

Founded for Obedience to Rules
and Orders and Performance to
Standards.

4 days suspension

021928
02/13/08
S/A

Subject allegedly removed money
that the station had collected for
traffic impound fees, and failed to
follow protocols for collection and
documentation of these funds.

Investigation complete.

Founded for General Behavior,
Obedience to Laws and
Performance to Standards.

10 day suspension.

021927
02/11/08
S/A

Use of Force - Flashlight strikes to
the head

Force investigation is complete.
Executive Force Panel found
force used to be within policy.
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Discipline reduced to written
reprimand.

Criminal investigation failed to
establish a basis for prosecution;
Case rejected.

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

021926
02/03/08
JU

Deputy responded to a domestic
dispute call. As the deputy waited
for backup, the suspect’s girlfriend
came out of the house and the
suspect attempted to pull her back
in. The deputy confronted the
suspect, who punched the deputy in
the eye. As the deputy fell back,
fearing he would lose
consciousness, the suspect
advanced. The deputy fired one
round, striking and injuring the
suspect.

District Attorney declined to
prosecute. Pending review and
presentation to Executive Force
Review Committee.

021923
01/25/08
A

An inmate who refused to be
transported to Court was put in a
holding cell. He died a few hours
later, without showing previous
symptoms. Autopsy indicated cause
of death was an enlarged heart.

Pending death review.

021922
01/28/08
JU

Subject deputy, while off duty, was
arrested by outside agency for
burglary and attempted burglary.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; General
Behavior and Disorderly Conduct.

15 day suspension.

021919
01/22/08
S/A

Subject, a professional
employee, was arrested by and
outside agency for Driving Under
the Influence.

Investigation complete.

Founded for Obedience to
Laws, Regulations and Orders
and General Behavior.

7 day suspension.
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Subsequent
History

Subject did not file
grievance. Discipline
imposed.

Related Civil / Criminal

Subject was indicted and pled
guilty to two misdemeanor
counts: Criminal Damage and
Criminal Trespass.

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

021916
01/22/08
S/A

Subject civilian employee arrested
for Driving Under the Influence.

Investigation complete.

021914
01/22/08
S/A

Trainee deputy accused his training
officer of treating him improperly in
violation of Department policies
against hazing.

Investigation is complete; final
resolution is pending.

021911
01/22/08
S/A

A deputy from another unit
attended a holiday party held by
personnel from a patrol station; he
ended up fighting with two
Department members, and the
ensuing struggle resulted in a
broken slate glass window at the
site of the gathering.

Investigation is complete; final
resolution is pending.

021910
01/22/08
JU

Subject deputy allegedly interfered
with a criminal investigation into a
domestic dispute. Subject also
allegedly violated fraternization
policy by dating someone with an
extensive criminal history.

Investigation: Thorough after OIR
input
Findings: Appropriate
Charges: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred

021902
01/08/08
C

Two security officers allegedly
feigned the kidnaping of one of
them to extort money from a third
party.

Pending investigation.

Result

Discipline

Founded for General Behavior and
Obedience to Laws, Regulations
and Orders.

15 day suspension.

Founded for False Statements,
General Behavior, Interference,
Cooperation during Criminal
Investigation, Obstructing an
Investigation and Fraternization.

Discharge.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Civil Service appeal pending.
Hearing dates set in
December 2009.

District Attorney declined to file
criminal charges.
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OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

021898
01/02/08
R

Off Duty Deputy Involved Shooting apparent accidental discharge at
party injuring civilian.

Administrative investigation pending.

021897
12/30/07
S

While effectuating an arrest,
the suspect became resistive
and deputies used force on
suspect resulting in a fractured
wrist.

Investigation complete.
Executive Force Panel found
force to be within policy.

021890
12/16/07
S/A

Deputy heard shots fired and soon
began pursuing the suspect’s
vehicle. The suspect eventually
abandoned his car and pointed his
weapon at the deputy while fleeing
on foot. The deputy fired several
rounds. The suspect, who was not
hit, eventually surrendered to
another deputy at a command post.

Investigation complete.
Executive Force Panel found the
shooting reasonable and within
policy.

021889
12/14/07
S/A

Suspects fled a traffic stop in their
vehicle after nearly hitting an
approaching deputy. Deputies
pursued in their car and then on
foot. They both fired at one of the
suspects, who allegedly pointed a
gun at deputies while scaling a
fence. The suspect was not hit. All
three suspects were eventually
arrested.

Investigation complete.
Executive Force Panel found the
shooting reasonable and within
policy.

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal
D.A. declined to prosecute.
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OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

021886
12/07/07
R

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting

021884
12/05/07
R

In a series of incidents on and off
duty, Subject deputy displayed
anger and insubordination.
Additionally, changes in the deputy’s
appearance and personality and
information from an informant led
supervisors to order a “for cause”
drug test. The deputy tested
positive for steroids and made false
statements to investigators.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs

021882
12/05/07
R

State employee complained of
discourteous treatment by nonsworn employee of the
Department.

Investigation pending.

021880
12/05/07
JU/S

Deputy allegedly was insubordinate
and behaved improperly while
challenging a Sergeant’s order.

021872
12/05/07
S/A

Reserve Deputy accused of Driving
Under the Influence.

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Pending Executive Force Review.

Deputies went in foot pursuit of a
suspect who appeared to be
concealing a weapon in his
waistband. When the suspect
stopped and turned toward one of
the deputies, the deputy fired one
round striking the suspect in the
hand.
Founded for Obedience to Laws,
Use of Drugs and False Statements

Discharge.

Civil Service appeal pending.

Investigation: Thorough
Findings: Appropriate
Charges: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General Behavior,
Conduct Toward Others.

10 day suspension.

Civil Service appeal
pending.

Investigation complete.

Founded for General Behavior
and Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders.

Written reprimand.
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Related Civil / Criminal

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

021870
12/05/07
R

Inmate was killed by an electrical
explosion while he was working on
an inmate work crew.

Criminal and Administrative
investigations are pending.

021858
11/13/07
B

Subject Deputy posted altered
pictures of his neighbor on the
Internet. The neighbor’s head were
photoshoped onto nude bodies. An
outside law enforcement agency is
conducting a criminal investigation.

Case inactivated. OIR
concurrence.

021851
11/13/07
S/A

Subject, a deputy, allegedly
engaged in a pattern of abusive
behavior with her young child.

Administrative investigation is
complete. Final resolution is
pending.

Subject pled “nolo contendere”
and was convicted of two
misdemeanor counts relating to
child abuse.

021850
11/13/07
R

Subject Deputy, while involved in a
off duty argument, stomped and
kicked a man, then failed to report
the incident to the Department.

Pending investigation.

District Attorney declined to file
charges.

021849
11/13/07
R

Subject Deputy allegedly made
threats related to money lending
and collection.

Pending District Attorney evaluation.

Fine levied by OSHA. D.A’s office
is considering case. Civil claim
filed.

Before the completion of
the investigation, Subject
Deputy retired from
Department.
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OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

021842
11/04/07
S/A

Deputies used force against two
people in the context of responding
to a large house party.

Investigation complete.
Executive Force Panel found the
force to be within policy.

021833
10/24/07
R

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting

Pending Executive Force Review.

021832
10/17/07
S

Deputies allegedly failed to
appropriately monitor an inmate
and to comply with security
procedures, allowing him to escape
from court.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Eight deputies were found to have
violated policy in contributing to
the inmate’s escape through lax
procedures.

Discipline ranged from a
written reprimand (for 3 of
the deputies) to a two-day
suspension.

021818
09/14/07
S/A

Deputy let herself into the home of
a former romantic partner, then
refused to leave until police arrived.

Investigation complete.

Founded for Violation of
General Behavior.

3 day suspension.

021809
08/21/07
R

Subject deputy and alleged
prostitute warned and released
in the field by outside agency.

Investigation: Adequate under the
circumstances, unavailability of
subject due to Injured on Duty
status.
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred given
conjunction of other pending
cases.

5 days suspension.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Fleeing suspect pointed a gun at
two pursuing deputies, who shot
and wounded the suspect.
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Police took a report but never
submitted the matter to the D.A.

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

021806
08/16/07
M

Professional employee maintained
personal relationship with career
criminal without obtaining
permission from supervisor and
interfered with work of parole
agent.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Prohibited Association,
General Behavior and Obstructing
an Investigation.

Discharge.

021801
08/16/07
S/A

Subject Plumber arrested by
another agency for domestic
violence.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Disciple: OIR concurrence

Founded as to: (1) General
Behavior; and (2) Family Violence.

5-day suspension.

021795
08/16/07
R

Subject Deputy arrested by
another agency for solicitation of
prostitution.

Investigation: Adequate under
the circumstances: Subject
unavailable because Injured on
Duty.
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred in
conjunction with other pending
cases.

Founded for General Behavior,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders, and
Immoral Conduct.

15 days suspension.

021791
08/16/07
S/C

A Detective received information
from an informant regarding the
whereabouts of a named suspect in
an attempted murder investigation.
The Detective and deputies went to
look for the suspect and when they
spotted him he ran. They lost sight
of him when he scaled a wall,
therefore a containment was set up
and the canine detail was called in.
The canine lead deputies to a large
van, and after several
announcements met with no
response, the canine located the
suspect on the rear axle of the van.
Suspect received a bite to his left
arm pit and arm.

Investigation complete.
Executive Force Panel found the
force within policy. (The one
year statute was not adhered to
in this case)
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Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Civil Service Hearing pending.

D.A. declined to file charges.

OIR#
Start Date
021789
08/15/07
R

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

During a foot pursuit, both deputies
fired at suspect when they
perceived he was about to point a
gun at them. No one was hit.

Executive Force Review. Panel
requested further investigation on
tactical issues. OIR concurred.
Pending follow-up Force Review. At
second session, panel found force to
be within policy, but failure to
broadcast the foot pursuit plus report
inaccuracies require an internal
affairs investigation. OIR concurred.
Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred

Deputy 1: Founded for
Performance to
Standards/Foot Pursuit Policy
and Report Accuracy

Founded for General Behavior.

10 day suspension.

Grievance denied.
Discipline imposed.

Subject pled nolo contendere to
Driving Under the Influence
charge.

Founded for General Behavior.

Discharge.

Civil Service hearing pending.
Hearing dates set for July
2009.

Subject was charged with 4
felony counts involving sexual
battery. Pursuant to a plea
agreement, he pled guilty to 1
count of assault and was
sentenced to 2 days in jail, 5
years felony probation, fines and
was ordered to attend a sexual
batterers’ program.

021768
07/06/07
JU

Subject custody assistant arrested
for Driving Under the Influence
following a collision with a parked
car.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

021757
07/05/07
B

Two Subject Deputies attempted to
stop suspect, who was walking on a
sidewalk, and suspect reached into
his waistband and began to run.
Subject Deputies began a foot
pursuit of the suspect. During the
foot pursuit, one of the deputies
saw the suspect’s handgun, and as
he was running, the suspect turned
and pointed his handgun at Subject
Deputies. Both Subject Deputies
fired a total of five rounds, and one
round struck the armed suspect.

Pending completion of Department’s
review.

021755
06/22/07
JU

Suspect is a civilian cook in Custody
Division, who is accused of sexual
battery against an inmate.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Deputy 1: 1 day
suspension.
Deputy 2: Written
reprimand.

Deputy 2: Founded for
Performance to
Standards/Foot Pursuit.
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OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

021750
06/22/07
M

Female alleged that deputy sexually
assaulted her while on duty.
Second female alleged deputy
sexually assaulted her.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

021747
06/22/07
S/A

Deputies are accused of false
reporting in conjunction with the
circumstances of a drug arrest.

Pending administrative review.

021740
06/12/07
S/A

Deputies left inmate in a holding cell
at court, where he was discovered
after regular hours by a sergeant.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Result
Founded for Violation of Laws and
Regulations.

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Discharge

Related Civil / Criminal
District Attorney declined
prosecution.

District Attorney declined to file
charges.

Subject Deputy (1): Founded as to:
(1) Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; (2)
Safeguarding Persons; and (3)
Performance to Standards.

5-day suspension.

Subject Deputy (1): Letter of
intent issued.
Subject Deputy (2): Letter of
intent issued.

Subject Deputy (2): Founded as to:
(1) Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; (2)
Safeguarding Persons; and (3)
Performance to Standards.

Subject Sergeant: Letter of
intent issued.

Subject Sergeant: Founded as to :
(1) Supervisors Responsibilities;
(2) Responsibilities for Completion
of Duties; (3) Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; and (4)
Performance to Standards.
021739
06/12/07
S/A

Subject Deputy arrested for Driving
Under the Influence.

OIR concurred in outcome.

Founded for Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders.
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5 days

Pled nolo contendere to Driving
Under the Influence charge in
August of ‘07.

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

021735
06/12/07
JU (I)

Subject Supervising Station Clerk
allegedly treated her subordinates
unfairly and spoke to them in a
disrespectful, unprofessional
manner.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Conduct Toward
Others;
Manner of Giving Orders and
Instructions;
Welfare of Subordinates and
Relationship with Subordinates

10 day suspension.

Pursuant to settlement
agreement, discipline
reduced to two days, with
both days held in
abeyance. OIR was not
consulted.

021732
06/12/07
JU

Subject Deputy arrested by another
agency for DUI.

OIR concurrence.

Founded for General Behavior,
Obedience to Laws.

12 day suspension.

Subject did not grieve.
Discipline imposed.

021715
05/11/07
I/JU

Sergeant allegedly inappropriately
supervised subordinates.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for
Manner of Giving Orders and
Instructions; Manner of Exercising
Authority; Conduct Toward Others;
General Behavior.

15 day suspension.

Grievance pending.

021698
04/28/07
R

Deputy shot suspect after the
suspect pointed a replica firearm at
him.

Homicide investigation is complete.

021694
04/22/07
S/A

While attempting to detain a
suspect, who was swinging a knife
at his mother who had fallen,
deputies fired their weapons in fear
for her safety. The suspect, who
had sustained a gunshot wound to
his left arm, retreated back into the
residence and later surrendered.

Homicide investigation is complete.
D.A. review is pending.

Related Civil / Criminal

Subject pled guilty to Driving
Under the Influence charge.

District Attorney reject.
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OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

021693
04/16/07
R

Mentally disturbed suspect went
unconscious after being OC sprayed
and restrained during his arrest. He
was transported to the hospital,
where he was pronounced dead.

Executive Force Review pending.

021675
04/09/07
S/A

Subject, a civilian employee, was
allegedly uncooperative and
disruptive when officers responded
to a department store to investigate
alleged shoplifting by her nephew.
She herself was eventually arrested
for her actions.

Investigation: Very Good
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders; General
Behavior; Obstructing an
Investigation.

Discharge

Subject is grieving. Hearing
pending.

Subject pled “nolo contendre”to
a misdemeanor disturbing the
peace charge.

021637
02/15/07
JU

Subject Deputy arrested by another
agency for Driving Under the
Influence.

OIR concurrence.

Founded for General Behavior,
Obedience to Laws.

10 day suspension.

Pursuant to settlement
agreement, 3 days held in
abeyance. OIR
concurred.

Subject pled nolo contendere to
Driving Under the Influence.

021635
02/15/07
JU

Arrested by another agency for
displaying a weapon in a rude or
threatening manner.

Investigation: Thorough
Findings: Appropriate
Charges: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General Behavior,
Disorderly Conduct, False
Statements.

15 day suspension.

Pursuant to settlement
agreement, suspension
reduced to 5 days, with 2
days held in abeyance.
OIR was not consulted.

021620
01/08/07
B

An inmate patient died in custody.
Subject Nurse and Subject Physician
were among Department personnel
who treated the inmate patient.
After inmate patient collapsed,
Subject Nurse failed to request
paramedics in a timely manner, and
Subject Physician failed to diagnose
and treat inmate patient for certain
medical conditions.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject Nurse: Unfounded as
to Performance to Standards.

N/A

D.A. reject.

Subject Doctor: Inactivated.
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OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

021613
01/08/07
S/A

Civilian employee developed a
relationship with an inmate who was
housed in her station’s jail, and
began dating him shortly after his
release.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

021600
12/18/06
R

An off-duty deputy and his girlfriend
were approached by a suspect, who
had exited a vehicle with a gun in
his hand. Deputy fired his weapon
after he had identified himself as a
Deputy Sheriff, and the suspect
continued to advance raising his
gun and pointing it at him. The
suspect opened fire then re-entered
the vehicle, which drove away. An
injured suspect was later detained.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021567
11/13/06
S/A

Subject was arrested by another
agency for driving under the
influence of alcohol. Subject failed
to cooperate with agency during its
criminal investigation.

Unit level investigation is complete.

Deputies sought to detain a
pedestrian and ended up in a
protracted struggle to subdue him.
He lost consciousness after being
taken into custody, and later died at
the hospital.

Homicide investigation is complete.
Administrative investigation is
pending.

Deputy 1 used unreasonable force
by repeatedly punching a seated
inmate in the head while deputy 2
looked on. Then both deputies
made false statements to
supervisors and investigators.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred re Deputy
1 and, in light of mitigating factors,
re Deputy 2.

021556
10/30/06
A

021500
09/14/06
R

Result

Discipline

Founded for Prohibited association.

Discharge.

Founded for General Behavior;
Obedience to Laws, Regulations
and Orders; Obstructing an
investigation; and Cooperating
during a criminal investigation.

15 days suspension.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Civil Service Appeal is
pending.

Criminal case concluded.
Subject pled nolo contendre to
Reckless Driving with alcohol
involvement.

Notice of Intent issued.
Subject did not grieve.

Lawsuit by family is pending.
District Attorney rejected the
case.
FBI initiated a civil rights
investigation.
Deputy 1: Founded for
Unreasonable Force, False
Statements to a Supervisor and
False Statements to an
investigator.
Deputy 2: Founded for
Performance to Standards–failure
to intervene in unreasonable force;
failure to observe accurately.
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Deputy 1: Discharge.
Deputy 2: 5 Days
suspension.

Hearing pending in Civil
Service.
Discharge of Deputy 1
sustained by Civil Service
Commission.

OIR#
Start Date
021487
08/24/06
M

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Deputies 1, 2, 3 and 4 alleged to
have (1) failed to follow proper
reporting procedures when
reporting a force incident, made
false statements to supervisors
during an inquiry into incident; and
(2) made false statements in report.
Sergeant 1 and 2 and Lieutenant
alleged to have failed to (1)
thoroughly and properly review two
use of force packages; (2) failed to
identify discrepancies in such
documentation and (3) failed to
properly supervise deputies to
ensure duties performed
appropriately.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

021480
08/23/06
JU

Deputies responded to a call
regarding an armed robbery. One
of the responding deputies shot one
suspect.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

021473
08/06/06
M

Alleged inappropriate treatment of
confidential information.

Investigation pending.

021457
07/25/06
JU

Prohibited Association
Use of Communications Equipment
Permissible Use
Obedience to Laws, Regulations and
Orders
General Behavior

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Result

Discipline

Deputies (1-4): Unfounded.

Deputies (1-4): N/A

Sergeant (1): Founded for failing
to conduct sufficient force
investigation.

Sergeant (1): 15 day
suspension.

Sergeant (2): Founded for failing
to identify discrepancies in force
investigation.

Sergeant (2): 5 day
suspension.
Lieutenant: 12 day
suspension.

Lieutenant: Founded for failing to
identify discrepancies in force
investigation.

Founded for Performance to
Standards. Though Department
found the shooting to be
reasonable and within Department
policy, it determined the deputy’s
tactics were below standards and
unnecessarily compromised
deputy’s safety.

5 day suspension.

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal

Sergeant 1: Per settlement
agreement, discipline
reduced to 8 days.
Sergeant 2: Per settlement
agreement, Discipline
reduced to written
reprimand.
Lieutenant: Grievance
denied.

Pursuant to settlement
agreement, suspension
was reduced to 2 days
with 2 days held in
abeyance. OIR was not
consulted.

D.A. declined to file charges.

Matter pending before District
Attorney.

Founded for General Behavior,
Obedience to Laws, Regulations
and Orders, and Confidential
Information.
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15 day suspension.

Pending Civil Service Hearing.

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation

Result

Discipline

021432
06/11/06
R

Man suspected of drug use died
shortly after being handcuffed in the
field and placed on the ground.
There was a brief struggle involving
minimal force during the arrest.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021351
03/03/06
R

Subject deputy alleged to have
stalked an ex girlfriend through
persistent e-mails.

Investigation: Adequate, but
hampered by unavailability of subject
due to IOD status.
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs

Founded for Performance to
Standards, General Behavior,
Misuse of Communication
Equipment.

10 days suspension.

021327
02/21/06
R

Deputies detain and attempt to use
taser on indigent man causing a
disturbance. Sergeant releases
suspect, fails to report incident
accurately, discards taser cartridge
and fails to obtain medical attention
or clearance for the detainee.
Deputies fail to document the
incident.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs

Sergeant: Founded for obedience
to regulations and orders, Failure
to supervise, Obstructing an
investigation, Safeguarding
persons in custody, Evidence
handling, Failure to report and
False information in reports.

Sergeant: Demotion.

Deputy 6: Founded for Failure to
report and obedience to rules and
orders.

Deputies 1, 3, 4, 5, 7: N/A

Subsequent
History

Related Civil / Criminal
D.A. reject.

Deputy 2: Founded for
Performance to standards.
Other deputies unfounded for
obedience to rules and orders and
for Failure to report.
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Deputy 2: 1 Day
suspension.
Deputy 6: 2 Days
suspension.

D.A. reject.

Civil Service appeal hearing
pending.

OIR#
Start Date
021273
12/02/05
R

Allegations or
Synopsis
Jail Deputies used unreasonable
force on uncooperative inmate, then
placed him in cell without reporting
incident or seeking medical
attention.

OIR Recommendation
Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs

Result
Deputies 1, 2 & 3: Founded for
Obedience to Laws, Regulations
and Orders, Failure to Safeguard
Prisoners and Failure to Report
Force.
Deputy 1: Founded for False
Statements and Performance to
Standards.
Deputy 4: Founded for Obedience
to Laws, Regulations and Orders
and Failure to Report Force.

021009
12/28/04
R

DUI suspect alleged that deputy had
her check into motel in lieu of arrest
and later visited her and made
inappropriate advances.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Discipline
Deputy 1: Discharge
Deputy 2:
15 days suspension.
Deputy 3:
15 days suspension.
Deputy 4:
10 day suspension.
Deputy 5:
5 days suspension.

Deputies 5 & 6: Founded for
Obedience to Laws, Regulations
and Orders.

Deputy 6:
5 days suspension.

Founded for Performance to
Standards, General Behavior, False
Statements and False Information
in Records.

Discharge imposed.
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Subsequent
History
Deputy 1: Allowed to resign
pursuant to settlement
agreement.

Related Civil / Criminal
D.A. declined to file charges.

Deputies 2 and 4 Appeals
pending.
Deputy 3: Suspension
reduced to 10 days after
grievance.
Deputy 5: After grievance,
suspension rescinded and
case inactivated as to this
deputy because of statute of
limitations.
Civil Service Appeal Hearing
ongoing.
Civil Service Commission
reduced discipline from
discharge to a 10 day
suspension.

D.A. declined to file charges.

